CHARLES BREAKFIELD & ROX BURKEY
Award-Winning Co-Authors of The Enigma Series

TWO LINE BIO: (140 characters)
Breakfield & Burkey leverage their respective 25+ years of technology expertise to craft relevant and
entertaining TechnoThriller stories. The series incorporates technology, romance, suspense, and
intrigue, with a splash of humor.
SHORT BIO: (50 words)
Breakfield & Burkey, professional technology experts, have 10 stories available in eBook and Paperback
formats and 8 in Audiobook formats with more planned for the series. Find sample chapters, author
interviews, scheduled events, reviews, Q&A, and book trailers at www.EnigmaSeries.com. Using their
technology expertise, they weave relevant award-winning technology-based stories layered with
suspense, romance, humor, travel, and intrigue. Reach out directly Authors@EnigmaSeries.com.
MEDIUM BIO: (100 words)
Breakfield, a 25+ years technology expert in security, networking, voice and everything with bits and
bytes. He enjoys writing, studying World War II history, travel, and cultural exchanges. He’s also a fan of
wine tastings, wine-making, Harley riding, cooking extravaganzas, and woodworking.
Burkey, a 25+ years applied technology professional excels at optimizing technology and business
experiences for customers all over the world. She writes white papers, professional documents, but has a
marked preference for fiction. Currently she is focused on learning humor.
Together they create award-winning stories that resonate with males and females, young and experience
adults, and bring a fresh new view to technology possibilities today www.EnigmaSeries.com.

LONG BIO: (400 to 600 words)
Breakfield – A renowned technology solutions architect with 25+ years of experience in security, hybrid
data/telecom environments, unified communications, enjoys leveraging his professional skills in creating
these contemporary TechnoThriller stories. He likes studying World War II history, travel, and cultural
exchanges everywhere he can. Charles’ love of wine tastings, cooking, and Harley riding has found ways
into The Enigma Series. He is convinced that being a part of his father’s military career in various
outposts, has positively contributed to his many characters and the various character perspectives he
brings into the series. He has accepted the challenge to try to teach Burkey humor and has added this to
the stories in an unexpected manner.
Burkey – A renowned customer experience, business architect optimizes customer solutions on their
technology foundation. She has been a featured speaker, subject matter expert, interviewer, instructor, and
author of technology documents, as well as co-author of The Enigma Series. It was revealed a few years
ago that writing fiction is a lot more fun than white papers or documentation and Rox took it to heart. As
a child she helped to lead the other kids with exciting new adventures built on make believe characters.
As a Girl Scout until high school she also contributed to the community in the Head Start program. Rox
enjoys family, learning, listening to people, any kind of travel, outdoors, sewing, cooking, and imagining
the possibilities.
Breakfield & Burkey – Combine their professional expertise, knowledge of the world from both
business and personal travels, many characters whom have crossed their paths are a part of the series
character universe. They find it interesting to use the aspects of technology people are actually
incorporating into their daily lives and make it one aspect a primary theme for each story. Breakfield &
Burkey claim this is a perfect way to create stories that pit the cyber good guys versus the cyber bad guys.
The books in this award-winning series can be thoroughly enjoyed alone or in sequence.
You can invite them to talk about their stories in private or public book readings. Burkey also enjoys
interviewing authors through the Indie Beacon/iHeart Radio programs with dates of interviews showing
inside the calendar page of their website www.EnigmaSeries.com. Followers can see them at various
book fairs, book Stores, Comic Book events, libraries and other fun venues.
The series is built on a foundational family organization called the R-Group. The authors spawned a
subgroup in the series which contains some of the familiar and loved characters as the Cyber Assassins
Technology Services (CATS) team. This team is a grittier, feet on the street group headed up by two of
their favorite characters Julie and Juan. They have ideas for continuing the series in both tracks. You will
discover over 150 characters with a hidden avenue for the future The Enigma Chronicles tagged in some
portions of the stories.
Raving Fan reviews seem to frequently suggest these stories would make good television or movie
stories, so the possibilities appear endless, just like their ideas for new stories. Positive comments have
increased with the book trailers available for each book on the Amazon, Kirkus, Facebook, and YouTube
websites. Check out their evolving website at www.EnigmaSeries.com for new interviews, blogs, book
trailers, and fun acronyms they’ve used in the stories. All stories are available in eBook and Paperback
formats. Available now in audible format: The Enigma Factor, The Enigma Rising, The Enigma Ignite,
The Enigma Wraith, The Enigma Stolen, The Enigma Always, The Enigma Gamers, and The Enigma
Broker. The Enigma Dragon and The Enigma Source are lined up or audiobook conversion. Contact
Breakfield and Burkey directly at Authors@EnigmaSeries.com.

SPEAKER INTRODUCTION: (250 to 300 words)
Today we are delighted to have the authors of The Enigma Series discuss the basis of computers and
security from the World War II enigma encryption machine. This element is not only the foundation of
the series, but the springboard into the moral structure of the R-Group that was founded by members
that escaped Poland into Switzerland. Now, to be clear, this is not a boring history lesson on WWII, but
rather a way to explain not only how technology began, but to also discuss how dependent we are on
technology today for everyday living.
The R-Group is a family owned and managed entity that provides state-of-the-art technology insights
and analytics to even world government agencies. This team provides the details in a behind the scenes
way that allows you to see how much technology can help or hurt us as individuals. Our guest will help
you decide how much technology may be enough technology in our daily lives while also weaving in the
human characters that make you want to read these stories over and over again. Let’s put our hands
together and welcome Award-Winning Breakfield and Burkey with their insights to the newest story
in the series, though I know they will field any of your questions.

5 Fun Facts You Didn't Know About Breakfield and Burkey: (Optional)
1. Burkey’s stepfather was a metallurgist who worked on The Manhattan Project and later became
a major contributor to the Atomic Energy Commission which was later renamed.
2. Breakfield’s father was a fighter pilot who served as an officer in the Korean and Vietnam
conflicts. This military foundation got all of his boys interested in flying and weapons which is
part of the reason you will find great details on these subjects in the stories.
3. Burkey’s first car was a VW bug that she ended up rolling all the way over on a drive to Santa
Cruz over the winding roads. The simple bump on top was punched back out by her buddies.
4. Breakfield was introduced to competition skeet shooting at an early age. By the time he was 17
he placed number 2 high overall out of 1,500 shooters in the U.S armed forces competition of
Europe in 1970.
5. Burkey loves to sew and once made the formal dress for a Miss Texas Teen pageant. The
burgundy dress was worn by a lovely blonde finalist with a winning smile.
6. Breakfield and Burkey have been known to pick up broken pieces of cast off old antique
furniture left on the side of the road and refinish them back to like new. Projects have included
the upholstery, webbing, wood refinishing, and springs.

